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‘Game which the pampered pleasure seekers seek’: hunting
tourism, conservation, and colonialism in the Yukon Territory,
Canada, 1910–1940
Heather Green

Department of History, Saint Mary’s University

ABSTRACT
This article examines the rise in popularity of hunting tourism in the
Yukon Territory, Canada from 1910 to 1940 with particular attention
to the ways in which hunting tourism intersected with wildlife
regulation and colonisation. As sport hunting became more
profitable, proponents both within and outside of the Yukon
argued for increased wildlife regulation and the adoption of a
North American conservation ethic. In 1920 the Yukon Territorial
Government significantly amended the Yukon Game Ordinance in
ways that created significant impacts on Indigenous ways of life.
Changes to Game Ordinance regulations, influenced by colonial
ideologies about wildlife, economically disadvantaged Yukon First
Nations and threatened to undermine their subsistence lifestyles.
Throughout this period, sport hunters, big game guides and
outfitters, government officials, First Nations, and colonial agents
all debated the purpose of conservation and the lived realities of
wildlife regulation. This Yukon history of hunting tourism fits
within broader histories at the intersection of tourism,
conservation, and colonisation and demonstrates the ways that
colonial ideologies about wildlife and conservation have favoured
recreational uses of the natural world while undercutting
Indigenous subsistence and market hunting and, in the Yukon,
pushed First Nations to the margins of this new tourism economy.
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Introduction

In the Spring of 1920 controversy brewed in the Yukon Territory when a big game guide
and outfitter took to a popular American outdoors magazine to complain about Indigen-
ous hunting and Yukon game laws. In the May 1920 edition of Outdoor Life, Tom
Dickson, in his capacity as Yukon game guardian, published an article in which he con-
demned Indigenous hunters for indiscriminately killing animals.1 Dickson claimed that
one man shot twenty-six moose just for tallow and left the rest to rot. He also alleged that
Indigenous hunters slaughtered forty-three sheep and hundreds of caribou for reasons

© 2021 Informa UK Limited, trading as Taylor & Francis Group

CONTACT Heather Green Heather.green@smu.ca
1Throughout this paper I use the terms ‘First Nations’ and ‘Indigenous hunters/Indigenous peoples.’ ‘First Nations’ refers
to those Indigenous peoples in the Yukon who fell under the Indian Act. ‘Indigenous peoples’ refers more broadly to all
Indigenous peoples, both within and outside of the legal definition of ‘Indian’ under the Indian Act at this time, includ-
ing the Métis and Inuit. ‘First Nations’ was not a term which was used in the Yukon during the period of study.
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other than food, and left the sheep hides behind. Dickson wrote that he had arrested
many First Nations hunters, who appeared in court in Dawson City where Judge Langlois
Bell dismissed the case and told Dickson that, ‘Indians had a right to do whatever they
pleased with the game of the Yukon Territory’ and ordered Dickson pay the costs of
court as he exceeded his duty as game guardian. Dickson wrote as though he expected
readers would be scandalised at the thought of allowing ‘Indians’ to hunt unregulated
– and that the Judge would have the audacity to order Dickson pay the court fee.2

Hayes Lloyd, Acting Secretary of the Dominion Parks Branch and a member of the
Advisory Board of Wildlife Protection, brought the article to the attention of Yukon
Gold Commissioner George Mackenzie and expressed the Boards’ fear that such an accu-
sation would hinder the cause of Canadian wildlife protection.3 This was especially trou-
bling at a time when hunting tourism was reaching heightened popularity in the North.
Mackenzie forwarded the article to Judge Bell, who made a statement from the bench
regarding the Outdoor Life article to set the record straight. According to Bell, the
Outdoor Life story was false. Dickson did not lay any charges against First Nations
men, therefore there was no hearing against them. Instead, court records showed on
April 16th of 1918 a Northwest Mounted Police (NWMP) officer in Whitehorse
charged Tom Dickson with theft of one caribou head and antlers, one caribou skin,
and one pair of ‘Indian mittens,’ all of which were the property of Southern Tutchone
brothers Bobby and Jimmy Kane. Dickson appeared in court where he pleaded not
guilty of theft and argued that he confiscated these items from the Kane camp, in his
role as game guardian, with the intention to use them as evidence to prosecute the broth-
ers for violating Yukon Game Ordinance (YGO) regulations. Bell reminded Dickson that
the YGO did not apply to Yukon First Nations, sentenced him to return their items, and
to pay the five-dollar court fee for his hearing. Bell also stated that Dickson was a familiar
face in his courtroom, having appeared as a defendant three times prior to this 1918
incident.4

The motivations for Dickson’s false story are not totally clear, though the historical
record shows he frequently complained about Indigenous overhunting, worrying that
it would injure his guiding and outfitting business. It seems likely that he aligned with
contemporary southern conservation efforts and knew that a damaging article such as
the one he published might pressure the territorial government to amend the YGO in
a manner in which it would favour recreational uses of wildlife over subsistence uses,
helping the new tourism sector flourish. Whatever his motivations, this controversy cap-
tures some of the colonial dynamics connected to the growth of sport hunting tourism in
the Yukon Territory, particularly attempts to alienate First Nations from participating in
it, and highlights many of the actors involved in this process: big game guides, territorial
leaders, southern-based conservationists, sportsman/tourists, and Yukon First Nations. It
also indicates the complicated history of game regulation in the Yukon, where local gov-
ernment was concerned with generating profit often at the expense of local First Nations’
needs. The history of sport hunting in the Yukon during this period highlights a frag-
mented history of grassroots promotion, where local guides and outfitters and

2T.A. Dickson, ‘Game Slaughtering in Yukon Territory’, Outdoor Life, May 1920, 288.
3Yukon Archives (hereafter YA), 3/2 GOV 1889 f.12–3B, Letter from Hayes Lloyd, to George P. Mackenzie, May 20, 1920.
4Judge Langlois Bell, ‘Police Court Items’, Whitehorse Weekly Star (Whitehorse, Yukon), May 21, 1920.
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international hunters were most outspoken in their desire to reshape YGO
regulations in connection with southern attitudes about wildlife and a burgeoning
tourism industry.

One could argue that the Klondike Gold Rush (1896–1899) is the first example of mass
tourism in the Yukon, with individuals from around the world arriving in search of not
only gold but also adventure. Newspaper coverage, letters, and publications certainly
suggest that even those who went to the Klondike for gold were as equally intrigued
by the landscape, environment, and uniqueness of the region. Along with the Gold
Rush, sport and trophy hunting emerged as an early form of tourism in the Yukon
and has yet to be examined within existing scholarship in any detailed manner. An
increase of recreational hunters in the Yukon during the 1910–1920 decade, and the
resulting territorial revenue, influenced a significant shift in Territorial game regulations
which shaped the ongoing colonisation of Yukon First Nations. History of sport and
trophy hunting has received extensive scholarly attention; historians have situated rec-
reational hunting activities within broader histories of empire, gender, and conserva-
tion.5 Historical work has also demonstrated the colonial dimensions of tourism and
the construction of Indigenous peoples and cultures as products and attractions for
the ‘colonial gaze’.6 Yet there has been little scholarly attention to recreational hunting
as tourism and hardly any on hunting tourism in the Yukon. The history of sport
hunting tourism in the Yukon offers significant contributions to scholarly understand-
ings of the intersections between tourism, colonialism, and conservation. The Yukon
particularly offers a unique situation to examine Yukon Territorial Government
(YTG) attempts to craft game legislation that could balance economic and tourism devel-
opment with ensuring Indigenous access to resources required for ongoing self-
sufficiency in an area where, historically absent of treaties, Indigenous rights and title
remained unceded.

The Yukon Territory was responsible for its own game regulations since 1900, but the
impact on First Nations was minimal until major amendments in 1920. The Yukon fol-
lowed the Northwest Game Act until 1900 when an amendment of the 1898 Yukon Act
placed jurisdiction of hunting regulation on the new government of the Yukon Territory.
Responsibility to direct its own game regulations was unique in the North and gave the
YTG the power to control wildlife use under its newly created Ordinance Respecting the
Preservation of Game in the Yukon Territory, or the Yukon Game Ordinance.7 In its first

5Mike Huggins, ‘Sport, tourism and history: current historiography and future prospects’, Journal of Tourism History 5, no.
2 (2013): 107–130; William Adams, ‘Sportsman’s Shot, Poacher’s Pot: Hunting, Local People and the History of Conser-
vation’, Recreational Hunting, Conservation and Rural Livelihoods: Science and Practice, ed. Barney Dickson, Jon Hutton
and William M. Adams, 127–140 (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing Ltd, 2009); Greg Gillespie, Hunting for Empire: Narratives
of Sport in Rupert’s Land, 1840–70 (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2008); Jean L. Manore and Dale Miner, ed. The Culture of
Hunting in Canada (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2007); Tina Loo, ‘Of Moose and Men: Hunting for Masculinities in B.C.,
1880–1939.’ Western Historical Quarterly 32 (Autumn 2001): 296–319; John M. Mackenzie, The Empire of Nature:
Hunting, Conservation, and British Imperialism (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1997); Louis Warren, The
Hunter’s Game: Poachers and Conservationists in Twentieth-Century America (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1997).

6Jonathan Clapperton, ‘Naturalizing Race Relations: Conservation, Colonialism, and Spectacle at the Banff Indian Days’, in
The Canadian Historical Review 94, 3 (September 2013): 349–379; Kevin Meethan, ‘Touring the other: Buffalo Bill’s Wild
West in Europe’, Journal of Tourism History 2, 2 (2010): 117–132; Daniel Francis, The Imaginary Indian: The Image of the
Indian in Canadian Culture (Vancouver: Arsenal Pulp Press, 1992). Here ‘colonial gaze’ refers to the practise of Europeans
viewing Indigenous peoples and cultures as objects set within a specific societal structure, and the related discourses of
colonizer perspectives. Colonial gaze contributed to rigid social and racial differences, heightened gender hierarchies,
and reinforced colonial power.

7Ottawa set game laws for the Northwest Territories.
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two decades, the YGO did not apply to First Nations residing in the Yukon, ensuring
them the right to hunt whereas others were restricted. But between 1910 and 1940, the
popularity of recreational hunting fostered a new tourism sector supported by the terri-
torial government. The YTG saw tourism as a benefit to the territorial economy, suffering
after a downturn in gold production, and ensured the region lived up to its new repu-
tation as a sport hunter’s paradise through tightening restrictions on game use, including
Indigenous game use, in subtle and indirect ways beginning in 1920.

Figure 1. Map of Yukon Territory indicating First Nations Traditional Territories and Hunting Districts.
Cartography by Bill Nelson.
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Sport hunting in the early 20th century was a relatively small tourism sector, restricted
to those wealthy enough to afford the high costs of travel to the Yukon, buying licenses,
paying guide and outfitters fees, and export taxes. It was also restricted geographically,
primarily centred in Kluane, White River, and Carcross in the southern Yukon with
less frequent hunts in the Mayo-Pelly region [see Figure 1]. Due to these realities, north-
ern historian Ken Coates argued ‘the overall impact of [sport hunting on First Nations]
was limited’. 8 However, I assert that sport hunting had a tremendous impact on Yukon
First Nations, especially those who inhabited these popular sport hunting areas. While
sport hunters did not come to the Yukon in droves, their activity as tourists held
enough political, social, and economic clout to affect change in YGO regulations
which significantly altered the ways in which First Nations could engage in both subsis-
tence hunting and the capital economy

Big game hunters from southern Canada and England travelled to the Yukon for
recreational hunting in the early 1900s, but the largest demographic of recreational
hunters were wealthy, urban, American men.9 Though the majority of sport hunters
who came to the Yukon between 1910 and 1940 were American, their attitudes and
values about wildlife were shared with mainstream Canadian society. Because of
these shared ideas about nature, Canada and the United States (U.S.) have had
similar histories with the natural world. Shared ideas about the role of nature
and wilderness in forming and reaffirming white middle-class masculinity, for
example, played a significant role in the transnational history of hunting tourism in
the Yukon.

Social historian Robert McCandless argued that regulations in the Yukon tended to
be responses to outside pressures rather than responses to local circumstances.10 At the
surface this seemed to be the case after 1920 especially as YGO regulations shifted to
focus more on developing hunting tourism and restricting market hunting, but these
changes in regulations were situated in conservation ideologies from the south and
adopted by some northern residents, as the Dickson case above suggests.

This paper draws from the extensive historical literature on conservation history in
both Canada and the U.S. Many of these works have focused on the creation of National
Parks, uses of wildlife, and the extraction and regulation of natural resources.11 Scholars
have made a strong case for the role that commercialisation and profit has played in the
North American conservation movement. Scholars such as John Sandlos and Alan
MacEachern have demonstrated that commercial goals were more often behind the cre-
ation of National Parks or conservation policies than the desire for protecting the natural

8Ken Coates, Best Left as Indians: Native-White Relations in the Yukon Territory, 1840–1973 (Kingston: McGill-Queen’s Uni-
versity Press, 1991), 55.

9Throughout the period discussed in this paper, women very infrequently joined men in Yukon hunting tourism. It was
more common for women to participate in hunting tourism after 1942, following the completion of the Alaska
Highway.

10Robert McCandless, Yukon Wildlife: A Social History (Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, 1985), 37.
11Some of these works on conservation in North America include Dorceta E. Taylor, The Rise of the American Conservation
Movement: Power, Privilege, and Environmental Protection (Duke University Press, 2016); Donald Wetherell,Wildlife, Land,
and People: A Century of Change in Prairie Canada (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2016); John Sandlos,
Hunters at the Margin: Native People and Wildlife Conservation in the Northwest Territories (Vancouver: UBC Press,
2007); Tina Loo, States of Nature Vancouver: Conserving Canada’s Wildlife in the Twentieth Century (UBC Press, 2006);
Paul Sutter, Driven Wild: How the Fight against Automobiles Launched the Modern Wilderness Movement (Seattle: Univer-
sity of Washington Press, 2002); Thomas Dunlap, Saving America’s Wildlife: Ecology and the American Mind, 1850–1990
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991).
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world.12 Historians like Darcy Ingraham, Courtney Mason, and Karl Jacoby have also
examined the social fractures that conservation highlighted and contributed to in the
past.13 More recently, environmental historians have turned their attention to the
ways in which common people participated and shaped the North American conserva-
tion movement, including First Nations and other racialized groups.14 This article is most
concerned with wildlife conservation as related to hunting tourism, while remaining
aware that this is one part of a much larger conservation history that I do not have to
space to flesh out here.

With this established literature as a foundation, this article looks at the particular ways
in which wildlife conservation and colonisation interacted on a local scale around the
growth of hunting tourism. The historical record of sport hunting and tourism in the
Yukon in the early 20th century is scattered, sewn together through government corre-
spondence, local newspapers, regulations, Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP)
reports, and popular sport hunting magazines. The Yukon Game Branch did not keep
meticulous records on numbers of game killed and exported, and they did not start
detailing how many non-resident hunting licenses were sold and where hunters came
from until 1935, so statistical data for most of this period is nonexistent. However, the
Whitehorse Weekly Star regularly reported on hunting parties throughout the 1920s,
and extensive government correspondence internally and with big game hunters and
hunting clubs throughout the U.S. in this period has been crucial in understanding
American participation in Yukon hunting tourism. RCMP crime reports have also
been essential to understanding the ways in which game regulations were enforced.

Utilising the available historical record, the Yukon offers a unique local example of the
complicated history of game regulation in a region where lived realities frequently
clashed with wildlife regulations. I argue that due to pressure both internal and external
to the Yukon, Game Ordinance regulations reflected colonial ideologies about wildlife
conservation and, after 1920 especially, favoured recreational hunting as a new transna-
tional tourism sector. Amendments which gave preference to hunting tourism undercut
Indigenous subsistence and market hunting and worked to push Yukon First Nations to
the margins of this new tourism economy which should have been advantageous for
them, especially considering tourism demand for ‘Indigenous experiences’.

Tourists and the Yukon ‘hunting frontier’

Recreational hunting came to the U.S. from England in the early 19th century and became
popular among the urban upper class, but quickly took on an American influence: the
ideal sportsman became the wilderness hunter who went to distant places to hunt and

12John Sandlos, ‘Nature’s Playgrounds: The Parks Branch and Tourism Promotion in the National Parks, 1911–1929’, and
Alan MacEachern, ‘M.B. Williams and the Early Years of Parks Canada’, in A Century of Parks Canada, 1911–2011, ed.
Claire Campbell (Calgary: University of Calgary Press, 2011). Other authors in this collection also discuss the balance
between commercial profit and wildlife protection within the Canadian National Park system. Leslie Bella made a
similar argument as early as 1987 in Parks for Profit (Montreal: Harvest House, 1987).

13Darcy Ingram, Wildlife Conservation and Conflict in Quebec, 1840–1914 (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2014); Courtney Mason,
Spirits of the Rockies: Reasserting an Indigenous Presence in Banff National Park (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
2014); and Karl Jacoby, Crimes Against Nature: Squatters, Thieves, and the Hidden History of American Conservation (Ber-
keley: University of California Press, 2001).

14Jon Clapperton and Liza Piper eds., Environmental Activism on the Ground: Small Green and Indigenous Organizing
(Calgary: University of Calgary Press, 2019).
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spend time outdoors in the wilderness while crafting and strengthening his masculinity.15

Influenced by dominant ideas about the frontier and frontier masculinity, American
hunters were encouraged to embrace the outdoors and the ‘primitive’ in the formation
of what John Pettegrew calls ‘brutish masculinity’.16 This brand of masculinity was cham-
pioned by Theodore Roosevelt who argued that field sports, like trophy hunting, culti-
vated manliness which included virtues of hardiness, self-reliance, and resolution.17

The popular 19th century stories of Davy Crockett and Daniel Boone offer examples of
the idealised frontiersmen: self-reliant, rugged, individualistic, and reborn as manly in
the ‘American wilderness’.18 These ideas influenced Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell’s
creation of the Boone and Crockett Club in 1887. At its formation, the Boone and Crock-
ett Club drew its membership from the political and social elite of big game hunters in
America and encouraged their members to travel widely and challenge themselves in
‘exotic’ settings.19

American and Canadian hunters alike envisioned the northern Rockies in the late 19th

century as a hunting paradise, soon joined by Temagami in Northern Ontario by 1910.20

At the turn of the 20th century, the Yukon joined the list of hunting paradises and was
known for producing large trophies, especially moose, Dall sheep, caribou, and grizzly
bear, often winning awards in Boone and Crockett Club competitions. As the American
west became more settled, Americans lamented the disappearance of the frontier and
sought out places they saw as remote and retaining aspects of the frontier. Ideas of the
Yukon as a remote wilderness frontier were commonplace from the beginning
of the Klondike Gold Rush in 1896 into the 20th century.21 For sportsmen, the image
of the Yukon as a remote pre-modern wilderness was an ideal setting to test their mas-
culinity and revisit simpler times.22 Americans were not the only sport hunters who came
to the Yukon between 1910 and 1940, there were also a smaller number who came from
southern Canada, and some Yukon residents participated in trophy hunting as well
(usually to furnish Dawson City’s elite with home décor), though Americans made up
the vast majority of hunter-tourists. Figure 2.

Motivations for hunter-tourists to travel, like escaping to ‘simpler times’ or an oppor-
tunity to reaffirm one’s masculinity, were not limited to visiting the Yukon. Environ-
mental historians who have studied outdoor recreation found similar motivations
across North America.

15Dunlap, Saving America’s Wildlife, 10–11.
16John Pettegrew, Brutes in Suites: Male Sensibility in America, 1890–1920 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press,
2007), ix. Tina Loo discusses a similar concept, though she labels it ‘passionate masculinity. Loo, ‘Of Moose and
Men’, 301.

17Teddy Roosevelt wrote often about what he perceived as qualities that made a man in his four-volume history of the
early frontier, The Winning of the West (1889–1896).

18Pettegrew, Brutes in Suites, 32.
19Dunlap, Saving America’s Wildlife, 10.
20Karen Jones, ‘‘My Winchester Spoke to Her’: Crafting the Northern Rockies as a Hunter’s Paradise c.1870–1910’, Amer-
ican Nineteenth Century History 11, 2 (2010): 183–203; Jocelyn Thorpe, Temagami’s Tangled Wild: Race, Gender, and the
Making of Canadian Nature (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2012), 53.

21For a discussion of frontier masculinity in the Yukon, see Heather Green and Matt Papai, ‘Advertising for Beer: Local
Identity and the Klondike Brewery, 1900–1920’, The Northern Review 49 (2020): 133–165; Kathryn Morse, The Nature
of Gold: An Environmental History of the Klondike Gold Rush (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2003); and Charlene
Porsild, Gamblers and Dreamers: Women, Men, and Community in the Klondike (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1998).

22For more on the appeal of the Yukon and the anti-modern movement, see Morse, The Nature of Gold and George
Fetherling, The Gold Crusades: A Social History of Gold Rushes, 1849–1929 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1997).
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Tina Adcock has shown that the middle- and upper-classes turned to northern wild-
erness holidays in the interwar years as an antimodern escape and as recourse for flailing
masculinity.23 In her study of sport hunting in British Columbia, Tina Loo argues that
from the late 19th century to the Second World War, big game hunting provided men
an opportunity to escape the stress and pressures of city life and strengthen their mascu-
linity.24 Thomas Dunlap also highlights the American conservation movement’s similar
‘back to nature’ ideologies associated with hunting in remote wilderness and a desire to
recreate pioneering experiences.25 The idea of finding masculinity in nature was a
common trope among published accounts of Yukon hunting tourists, and in correspon-
dence between hunters, guides, and government as well.

Where antimodernist and gender ideologies were common motivations for hunters in
other places, the geographic, and imaginary, landscape of the Yukon was a motivation
unique to the territory. As mentioned above, the Gold Rush era was the first major

Figure 2. Hall of Commissioner’s residence in Dawson decorated with one moose head, two caribou
heads, and antler furniture, 1914. Dawson City Museum 1984.208.3.

23Tina Adcock, ‘Many Tiny Traces: Antimodernism and Northern Exploration Between Wars’, in Ice Blink: Navigating North-
ern Environmental History, ed. Stephen Bocking and Brad Martin (Calgary: University of Calgary Press, 2016), 139–140.
Gabrielle Zezulka-Mailloux also discusses the rejuvenating aspects of ‘wilderness’ at the turn of the 20th century in
‘Laying the Tracks for Tourism: Paradoxical Promotions and the Development of Jasper National Park’, in Culturing Wild-
erness in Jasper National Park: Studies in Two Centuries of Human History in the Upper Athabasca River Watershed, ed. Ian
McLaren (Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, 2007), 245–47.

24Loo, ‘Of Moose and Men’, 296–300. See also Thorpe, Tangled Wild and Patricia Jansen, Wild Things: Nature, Culture and
Tourism in Ontario, 1790–1914 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1995).

25Dunlap, Saving America’s Wildlife, 11. See also Karen Wonders, ‘Hunting Narratives of the Age of Empire: A Gender
Reading of Their Iconography’, Environment and History 11, 3 (August 2005): 269–291.
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migration of people into the Yukon and it captured the imagination of western society.
The idea of the Yukon as a pre-modern wilderness drew many adventure-seekers who
wanted to experience the thrill of the journey North and the challenge of survival once
there. As southerners migrated into the Yukon, and began sending literature back
south, the Yukon developed a reputation for its harsh and unforgiving conditions and
the trek across the Chilkoot Pass featured prominently among Klondike stories. The
Gold Rush quickly ended in 1899, but the image of the Yukon as home of the Gold
Rush persisted from both within and outside the territory. In her study of contemporary
Yukon tourism, Suzanne de la Barre argued that perceived remoteness increases tourism
appeal. She writes, ‘notions of discovering a still existing frontier, and the availability of
unique and rare attributes that few others experience, such as meeting [Indigenous]
people, seeing exotic wildlife, and being immersed in vast amounts of pristine wilderness’
are part of the appeal of Yukon tourism today. Examining historical sources, these same
ideas about the appeal of the Yukon as tourism destination rang true for the turn of the
20th century as well.26

Into the 1920s, as commercial railways experienced declining usage, they turned to
tourism as an alternative, promoting visitor experiences along historic transportation
routes and tours of industrial mining operations. For example, the White Pass and
Yukon Route rail company placed ads in popular tourism publications like Rand
McNally encouraging adventure seekers to follow ‘in the footsteps of the gold seekers
of ‘98’ and ride the train and steamship to recreate stampeder routes to the goldfields.
Tourist organisation like T&T Tours Co. based in New York also advertised trips to
Dawson between sixteen to ninety days in the 1920s and the Yukon Development
League arranged for mining companies to allow tourists to tour their operations.27 It
is of no doubt that this established fascination with the Yukon and the Gold Rush con-
tributed to attracting hunters to the territory as well.

Like the stampeders before them, sport hunters stressed the challenging terrain of the
Yukon hunting grounds in their writing, ranging from mountain passes to ice fields.
Authors frequently include long and detailed passages in their books about the danger
of cold glacial waters, the risk of falling through ice, and the diverse geography they
encountered. American hunters took particular pride in bagging themselves Canadian
trophies, especially after the First World War when Canadian animals were perceived
as a more challenging kill, therefore, the sportsmen who hunted in Canada had to ‘be
made of sterner stuff’.28 As Sandlos explains, the Northern landscape ‘denoted a symbolic
boundary where the domestic realm of civilisation ended and the wilderness began’.29

Perhaps the accommodations for Yukon hunts emphasised the challenging nature of
hunting in the North as well. Unlike hunting destinations in southern Canada and
much of the U.S., Yukon hunting trips did not include lodges or cabins along their
route, instead they set up camp along the way sleeping in portable canvas tents.

26Suzanne de la Barre, ‘Travelin’ Around On Yukon Time in Canada’s North’, Slow Tourism Experiences and Mobilities, eds.
Simone Fullagar, Kevin Markwell and Erica Wilson (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2012), 157. Colpitts noted a
similar trend in the Canadian West in the 1840s. George Colpitts, Game in the Garden: A Human History of Wildlife in
Western Canada to 1940 (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2002), 38.

27Rand McNally, Guide to Alaska and Yukon, for Tourists, Investors, Home Seekers and Sportsmen; with maps and illustrations
(New York: Rand, McNally & Co., 1922), 150.

28Loo, ‘Of Moose and Men’, 305.
29Sandlos, Hunters at the Margin, 142.
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Between 1900 and 1920 two to four hunting parties came to the Kluane region each
year spending, on average, two months (sometimes up to six months) out hunting
with a hired guide. Statistical data on non-resident hunters is difficult to locate, as the
Game Branch did not keep detailed records before the 1940s. Government correspon-
dence contains letters from a vast amount of American sportsmen and conservation
clubs, including the Boone and Crockett Club, Camp Fire Club of America, and the
American Game Protective and Propagation Association, as well as local and regional
hunting clubs, enquiring about recreational hunting in the Yukon, requesting copies
of the Game Ordinance, applying for licenses, arranging guides, and sending
payment.30 A thorough reading of these files, along with published accounts of
hunting trips, helps to piece together the profile of sport hunting-tourists in the
Yukon between 1910 and 1940.

The expenditures of each hunting trip suggest these men generally came from the
middle- to upper-class, and most seemed to be middle-aged professionals. According
to the territorial tax collector, L. Higgins, on average each hunter spent between $3000
and $3500 in the Yukon per trip.31 The largest portion of this cost went to hiring a
local guide and outfitter; at least until 1930, according to Game Branch correspondence,
hunting guides generally charged their clients between $2000 and $3000 each, depending
on the length and specificity of each hunt. Of direct profit to territorial government
coffers was the sale of non-resident hunting licenses at $100 each, but the cost of equip-
ment, provisions, transportation, and accommodation further stimulated the Yukon
economy more broadly.32

The cost of hiring a chief guide included a cook and at least one assistant guide, though
extra assistant guides – which chief guides usually included for groups larger than two –
could increase the overall cost. The guide usually included the use of horses in his rate as
well. It was usual for three to four horses be assigned to each man on the trip for packing
supplies and riding. A minimal hunting party of one hunter, one guide, and one cook
would have nine to twelve horses, where larger parties could have up to twenty-two.33

Hunters frequently listed the required equipment and provisions of their outfit, pur-
chased separately and usually in Whitehorse, in their published accounts. These lists
often spread across three to four pages in their accounts; an average cost for the outfit
tended to run between $500 and $1500, a price one hunter described as ‘beyond belief’.34

While hunters spent a considerable sum directly on hunting supplies and guides, their
expenses extended to transportation routes getting to the Yukon as well. Until the early
1920s, the majority of confirmed hunting expeditions came from the Midwest states, but
by the mid-1920s the Game Branch received just as many letters from individuals and
organisations in the Pacific Northwest and Eastern states. A close look at one hunting
trip represents the typical travel routes taken to the Yukon between 1910 and 1940.
George Young, a pharmacist from West Virginia published a detailed account of his

30YA, Series 3, Yukon Game Branch, 1898–1950.
31YA, 3/4 GOV 1891 f. f.12-6A, Letter from Territorial Agent L. Higgins to Gold Commissioner Percy Reid, October 17, 1926.
32In 1908 the YTG began charging non-resident hunters a $100 licensing fee.
33Specific descriptions of hunting parties, equipment, and provisions are found in several published account of Yukon
hunting trips. Some detailed accounts include J.A. McGuire, In the Alaska-Yukon Gamelands (Cincinnati: Stewart &
Kidd Company, 1921) and George O. Young, Alaska, Yukon Trophies Won and Lost (Huntington, W. Virginia: Standard
Publications, 1947 [1928]).

34Harry A. Auer, Camp Fires in The Yukon (Cincinnati: Stewart & Kidd Company, 1917), 26.
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1919 hunting trip in the Kluane area with J.C. Snyder, a banker from Illinois, and Dr. A.E.
Evans, a physician from Texas. Young travelled via rail from West Virginia to Seattle (a
journey of one week), boarded a steamship in Seattle to Cordova, Alaska, where he pro-
ceeded by train to McCarthy, adding approximately another week to his journey. In
McCarthy, Young and Snyder met with their guide Morley Bones and Dr. Evans, who
had already been on a bear hunt in the Yukon for two months prior with guide
Charles Baxter. The men hunted first in Alaska (where they were required to purchase
Alaskan hunting licenses at $50 each and hire another guide for the Alaska portion of
their trip) before crossing the international boundary into the Yukon where they tra-
velled by horse and by foot to the Kluane region. After their hunt, Bones took them
down the Yukon River to Whitehorse where they travelled to Skagway via the White
Pass and Yukon Route railway. From here they boarded a train to Seattle (another six-
day trip), and Young finished his journey home on another week-long train ride East.35

The cost of transportation alone would have been prohibitive to the average citizen,
and outside of the hunting expedition itself, required stays at hotels in various towns
while overnighting along their routes. Some men, including J.C. Snyder and well-
known big game hunter Jim Bond from Portland, brought their families with them to
stay in Whitehorse or one of the Alaskan port towns for the duration of the hunting
expedition – adding another significant cost to the overall expense of these hunting
trips.36 Young’s journey to and from the Yukon again asserts the profile of a wealthy
man with sufficient financial security and leisure time to take an extended vacation
from work for three months. This wealthy clientele sets Yukon tourists apart from the
general trend elsewhere in North America and Europe where, by the turn of the 20th
century, according to tourism scholars Shelley Baranowski and Ellen Furlough,
tourism focused on mass appeal with an expanded clientele.37

Between the 1920s and 1940 the numbers of big game hunters in the Territory
increased as a result of declining game populations in the U.S. and southern Canada.
By the late 1920s it was clear to Territorial officials that hunting was a profitable
tourism sector for the Territory and that the Yukon had become a wilderness tourism
destination. The Yukon was unique among Northern Canada in this regard as hunting
tourism did not develop in the Northwest Territories (NWT), despite desirable
animals being present. Sandlos looks to the difficulty and cost of travel as an explanation
for the absence of this tourism industry in the NWT. While it was expensive and time
consuming for hunters in the Yukon as well, the NWT did not have the same transpor-
tation infrastructure in place that the Yukon and Alaska had. It seems likely that the
NWT government’s hesitancy to foster tourism in the territory also played a role in
fending off hunting tourists, as Adcock argues in her work.38

The increase in revenue from recreational hunters coming to the Yukon between 1910
and 1920 was a balm for declining gold production and shaped the ways in which the
YTG attempted to foster emerging hunting tourism in the Territory. Like in other

35The more common, yet similar route, for hunters only hunting in the Yukon was to sail into Skagway and then take the
White Pass and Yukon Route to Whitehorse.

36James H. Bond, From Out of the Yukon (Portland: Binfords & Mort Publishers, 1948), 4.
37Shelley Baranowski and Ellen Furlough, eds. Being Elsewhere: Tourism, Consumer Culture, and Identity in Modern Europe
and North America (Ann Arbour: University of Michigan Press, 2001), 1.

38Sandlos, Hunters at the Margin, 144. Tina Adcock, ‘The Maximum of Mishap: Adventurous Tourists and the State in the
Northwest Territories, 1926–1948’, Histoire sociale/Social History 44, 99 (2016): 431–52.
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Canadian hunting destinations, this wilderness destination was constructed by govern-
ment officials, visiting hunters, and guides and outfitters. Higgins informed the Gold
Commission in 1927 that the abundance of big game in the Yukon surprised hunters
who arrived from the South and the Yukon had earned the title of ‘the paradise of the
big game hunter’. He reported that hunters told him the Yukon had more trophies
secured than anywhere in North America.

Higgins suggested the Territory widely advertise itself for big game hunting as he saw
this industry as a financial draw to the territory.39 This idea was likely influenced by other
regions, especially the Canadian West, which promoted themselves in earlier decades. In
Game in the Garden, Colpitts traces various levels of government promoting the West
with an emphasis on the animal-resource wealth of the region through strategic adver-
tising and exaggerating wildlife populations as superabundant. This sharpened the con-
trast between the plentiful West and the disappearance of big game in eastern and central
Canada and the U.S. In fact, with the completion of the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR)
in 1886, sportsman were susceptible to CPR promotional maps which advertised the
‘unexplored’ West and they used the CPR early on more so than settlers did.40 Donald
Wetherell also argued that wildlife became a commodified tourist attraction during the
interwar years for both wildlife viewing and trophy hunting in the Prairies where govern-
ment officials began advertising themselves for hunting to the U.S.41 The Yukon had even
more profit potential than hunting tourism in the West, Ontario, and Quebec, where
hunters often came for a long weekend, because hunting in the Yukon required pro-
longed travel and longer stays.

Despite Higgins’ recommendation, the YTG did not invest in advertising hunting to
tourists even though there remained a southern fascination with the region.42 Unlike
other places in Canada, the Yukon did not establish any tourist associations or pro-
motion boards until after the Second World War. Instead, most promotion for Yukon
hunting came from popular American sportsman magazines such as Field and Stream,
Ackerman’s Sportsman’s Guide, and Outdoor Life and, more commonly, by word of
mouth from fellow hunters.43 General promotion of northern tourism came from pub-
lications like The Beaver, the Hudson’s Bay Company (HBC) magazine after the First
World War. Along with the Department of the Interior’s Northwest Territories and
Yukon Branch, the HBC also produced photographic and cinematographic records of
their northern activities for dissemination throughout North America.44 In the 1910s
and 1920s the Canadian government invested in promotional travel films, some of
which featured events like the Klondike Gold Rush, and the National Parks Branch

39YA, 3/4 GOV 1891 f.12-6A, Letter from Territorial Agent L. Higgins to Gold Commissioner Percy Reid, October 17, 1926.
Frank Oliver also identified the potential revenue of big game hunting in The Yukon Territory, its History and Resources
(Ottawa: Government Printing Bureau, 1907), 107.

40Colpitts, Game in the Garden, 70–72.
41Wetherell, Wildlife, Land, and People, 133.
42Correspondence between Major McKeand and the Department of Mines and Resources in November of 1938 states
that, ‘hunting and trapping in the NWT is reserved for the native and local population but the Yukon is looking for
tourists.’ However, I have not found any proof of the Yukon actively attempting to attract tourists until the post-
war years. Library and Archives Canada (hereafter LAC), RG 85 Vol 897 f. 9862, Memo Re - Convention of Tourist
and Publicity Bureaux in Ottawa, November 14, 1938.

43In these magazines, formal advertisements are rare. Instead, promotion was contained within stories from hunters in
the Yukon and statistics of animal populations and bagged trophies.

44Peter Geller, Northern Exposures: Photographing and Filming the Canadian North, 1920–45 (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2004),
119–134.
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commissioned the production of tourism films targeted at the U.S. in the interwar years,
but the Yukon did not have a national park at this time so did not benefit from that
programme.45

Yukon guides and outfitters themselves did not invest much into formal advertising
either in this period. Two possible exceptions include Charles Baxter and Johnnie
Johns, two of the Yukon’s most popular and successful guides, who reportedly did
promote their business. In Yukon Wildlife, McCandless states that Baxter’s success was
‘thanks to his advertising efforts’, however McCandless does not elaborate or reference
where he found this proof of advertising and I have not tracked down any proof of
this either.46 Johnnie Johns distributed pamphlets in the 1960s and it is reasonable to
assume he did so earlier in his career as well, considering he credited an outdoors maga-
zine with advertisements for guide-outfitters in other parts of North America as the
inspiration for starting his own guiding business. It also seems likely he would have
placed his own ads in outdoor magazines, but I cannot verify this.47 The Jacquot Brothers
(Eugene and Louise Jacquot) advertised their business in a more subtle way; much of
their correspondence was on company letterhead with Jacquot Bros. Big Game Guides
and Outfitters’ embossed across the top with their location included. In the archival
record there are instances of Eugene sending letters to clients with photos from their
hunt for them to show around to friends and colleagues. Other than occasionally
sending out brochures in response to written inquiries, many Yukon guides claimed
the most effective advertising they got was from articles about them or their hunts in
international hunting magazines.48

Though the YTG invested in mining tourism, it did not advertise itself as a hunting
paradise to the ‘outside’ world throughout this period. Individual hunters brought
profit to the region with each hunt, but overall, the numbers of hunters each year
remained low – often twenty or less – and the overall economic impact in the territory
was slight. The total economic impact may have been low over this forty-year period, but
the ideological impact was profound. Into the 1920s, Yukon government officials took up
a conservation ethic and amended game regulations accordingly to ensure an ample
supply of game for hunters when they did arrive – to the disadvantage of Indigenous
Yukoners.

Conservation, colonisation, and Yukon game regulation

The history of recreational hunting is intimately connected to the history of conservation
broadly and wildlife conservation specifically. A recreational and tourist activity, hunting
was one of many commercial activities which were integral to wildlife conservation in
Canada. Proponents of big game hunting argued that conservation was essential to
ensure the availability of future big game populations. Though hunting was not the
only impetus for wildlife conservation, hunters were the first organised group to push

45Dominique Brégent-Heald, ‘Vacationland: Film, Tourism, and Selling Canada, 1934–1948’, Canadian Journal of Film
Studies 21, 2 (Fall 2012): 27–28.

46McCandless, Yukon Wildlife, 52. Hunter George Young states that Baxter appeared in many outdoor magazines. Young,
Trophies Won, 4.

47YA, PAM ND-0342, Johnnie Johns and Son, Big Game Hunting in the Yukon, ca. 1960.
48Adrian Tanner, Trappers, Hunters, and Fisherman: Wildlife Utilization in the Yukon Territory (Ottawa: Dept. of Northern
Affairs and National Resources, 1966), 47.
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for wildlife preservation and provide funds for wildlife work.49 The Boone and Crockett
Club, America’s most prominent sportsmen’s club, was the first North American organ-
isation with its mission to preserve North American big game species through addressing
matters of conservation on an international scale.50

The rise of recreational hunting in North America happened simultaneously with
declining game populations, partially attributed to industrial development, agricultural
expansion, and settlement displacing animal habitat, and partly due to increased
hunting activity in southern Canada and the U.S. Sportsmen acknowledged both
habitat loss and overhunting as a determinant of population declines, but generally
they tended to blame overhunting on ‘pot’ (those who hunted for food) or market
hunters. In Saving America’s Wildlife, Dunlop highlights the organised effort to save
the sport of hunting in response to declining game populations. American hunters
created a mass movement and called upon various levels of government to protect big
game species. Managing wildlife was primarily about control and restrictions, such as
outlawing ‘unsporting’ techniques of hunting, implementing lower bag limits and
shorter seasons, and passing regulations on permitted firearms. Sportsmen, whether
members of hunting clubs or individuals, were well placed to enact change and
influence policy because they were generally wealthy and well connected.51

There was a similar movement in Canada where sport hunting lobbyists pressured
governments to play a more active role in wildlife management, including enacting
and enforcing legislation. In States of Nature, Loo demonstrated that 20th century con-
servation efforts promoted certain cultural uses of wildlife over others linked to main-
stream belief that wildlife were resources and commodities.52 Sporting hunting in the
1910s and 1920s was connected with the commodification of wildlife and growing con-
sumerism in Canada at the end of the 19th century. Trophies and sport hunting was a
consumption of wildlife not only in a material sense, but also in an experiential
sense.53 Wildlife regulations across Canada in the early 20th century promoted the con-
servation of animals for sport hunting and the viewing pleasure of the middle and upper
classes.

Consumption of wildlife in this manner was linked to colonial ideologies about the
uses of nature and wildlife, and conservation helped further colonial agendas in North
America. In Hunters at the Margin, Sandlos argued that in the NWT, state authority
extended its power over formerly remote areas by setting regulations for animal conser-
vation measures that restricted Indigenous peoples from access to game and other
resources. In this sense, wildlife conservation was connected to broad colonial initiatives
and served as a means by which governments could discipline Indigenous peoples in how
to utilise resources in accordance with emerging and existing values.54 In the Yukon, this
materialised through attitudes pertaining to Indigenous modes of hunting, including a

49Dunlap, Saving America’s Wildlife, 9.
50Alfred Ely, North American Big Game (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1939), xiii. For more on the Boone and Crockett
Club, see Paul Krausman and Shane Mahoney ‘How the Boone and Crockett Club (B&C) shaped North American con-
servation’, International Journal of Environmental Studies 72, no. 5 (2015): 746–755.

51Dunlap, Saving America’s Wildlife, 11.
52Loo, States of Nature, 12.
53Michael Dawson, Selling British Columbia: Tourism and Consumer Culture, 1890–1970 (Vancouver: University of British
Columbia Press, 2004), 7–10.

54Sandlos, Hunters at the Margin.
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contradictory view of Indigenous hunters that simultaneously romanticised their guiding
abilities while also excluding them from being independently active in hunting tourism.

Coates argued that ‘until the Second World War […] the Yukon Territory had largely
escaped the imposition of external values regarding the harvesting of game’.55 I disagree
and instead argue that external values around conservation in particular shaped much of
YTG’s decision-making around regulations for hunting and harvesting much earlier.
McCandless argued that Yukon residents saw wildlife as a utility and, being isolated
from the rest of the continent, were relatively indifferent to the spread of the conservation
ethic. However, amendments to the YGO in 1920 and the decade after suggests that local
government responded to the requests and pressure from those within sport hunting
circles to bring its attitudes about wildlife in line with the rest of the continent.56 This
demonstrates a fracture in the Yukon where policy makers and regulations did not
always reflect the values of local residents and instead served a broader purpose.

Southern attitudes about Indigenous hunting influenced governmental and societal
attitudes in the Yukon. Direct discrimination against Yukon First Nations in the YGO
was minimal; instead First Nations were targeted through indirect discriminatory atti-
tudes about their cultures, hunting patterns, and uses of wildlife. Many conservationists
concerned about northern wildlife believed that Indigenous peoples were the primary
threat to wildlife populations as they provisioned Canadian mining, logging, and con-
struction camps with wild meat, and engaged in the ‘destruction’ of wildlife in pursuit
of their own subsistence through ‘wasteful’ practises. Blaming Indigenous hunters for
population decline was common among recreational hunters. Europeans blamed Indi-
genous hunters for lack of big game as early as the late 1700s and this lasted well into
the 20th century. As the North became popular among sport hunters, government
agents and trophy hunters insisted that Indigenous northerners ‘needlessly slaughtered’
animals and local guides and outfitters drew on southern discourse about conservation to
argue for Indigenous exclusion.57 Shortly after Yukon officials became aware of Tom
Dickson’s Outdoor Life article, Mackenzie and other local government officials believed
First Nations ‘have made a practice of slaughtering game indiscriminately’, and included
some indirect provisions in the amended Ordinance that would limit Indigenous partici-
pation in the wild game market. For example, the newly amended Section 30 prohibited
the export of raw hides of moose and caribou from the territory, ‘made for the express
purpose of deterring Indians from killing animals for their hides’.58

Those blaming Indigenous hunting tended to ignore the pressures on wildlife popu-
lations from settlement, railways, mining and timber exploitation, and sport hunting, and
neglected to see the wider, infrastructural impact that sport hunting had on local game
populations. Though the number of animals sport hunters were permitted to kill
annually were low, the practise of trophy hunting itself had wider consequences.59

55Ken Coates, ‘The Sinews of Their Lives: First Nations’ Access to Resources in the Yukon, 1890–1950’, The Culture of
Hunting in Canada Ed. Jean L. Manore and Dale Miner (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2007), 159.

56McCandless, Yukon Wildlife, 44.
57Colpitts, Game in the Garden; John Sandlos, ‘From the Outside Looking In: Aesthetics, Politics and Wildlife Conservation
in the Canadian North’, Environmental History 6, no. 1 (January 2001): 11.

58YA, 3/2 GOV 1889 f.12-3B, G.P. Mackenzie to Hayes Lloyd, June 14, 1920.
59In 1921, for example, licensed hunters were permitted to kill one moose, two caribou, two deer, one mountain sheep,
and one mountain goat with an option to kill double the amount of each animal with an extra $25 fee per animal.
Yukon Territorial Government (hereafter YTG), Yukon Game Ordinance 1921 (Dawson 1921).
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Hunters needed access to grounds which encouraged developing roadways and increased
transportation networks that contributed to habitat destruction. Shortly after new game
legislation came into effect, the YTG completed a road from Whitehorse to Kluane Lake
in 1923, making the most desirable hunting area accessible by automobile.60

Laws which banned the sale of wild meat were a thinly disguised hit to Indigenous
livelihoods across Canada. Not all market hunters were Indigenous, though they were
most strongly associated with the practise. In the early 1900s, hunters sold wild meat
to shops during open season for commercial sale. Transgressions among market
hunters, like ignoring bag limits or hunting in closed seasons, generated criticism of
the wild meat market and created a fear that this practise was an ongoing threat to wild-
life. Campaigns against pot hunting occurred across the U.S. and Canada in the 20th
century. Federal and provincial game laws limited or banned the commercial sale of
wild meat in many places in Canada. Sport hunters and fish and game associations demo-
nised market hunting and in 1918 the Canadian Commission of Conservation argued
that market hunting was the biggest contributor to wildlife destruction in Canada.61

This belief shaped the formulation of legislation regarding the use of wild animals
across the country.

Loo argued that hunting for food and for market sales signalled ‘primitiveness’ as well
as geographic and social marginality, all of which were associated with Indigenous
peoples, further reinforcing negative connotations with hunting for meat.62 This attitude
did not fit the lived realities of the Yukon, a location where climate limited agriculture
and livestock raising, and wild meat was often the only food source, aside from fish.
Market hunting had much looser regulations in the Yukon than elsewhere in the
country until the mid-20th century. It was an exception to the general trend of restricting
market hunting and the sale of wild meat where Yukoners were permitted to sell game
meat unlicensed until 1920. Trapping and hunting was a crucial activity for Indigenous
people in their subsistence livelihoods, and commercial sales of meat were an important
source of income for many Indigenous men in the Yukon; it was the one major industry
which allowed them to participate on a large scale in a culturally and socially relevant
manner while also maintaining connections to traditional territories and cultural prac-
tises.63 Food shortages in Dawson during the Gold Rush created opportunities for
First Nations hunters to supply the market with fresh local meat. Canned goods and con-
signments of sheep and cattle were shipped into Dawson from British Columbia and
Washington in the summer months, but in the winter the only supply of fresh meat
was wild game.64 By the time the Gold Rush population peaked, some Tetlit Gwich’in

60Acland, The Yukon Territory 1926, 67.
61Wetherell, Wildlife, Land, and People, 178–179. For more on campaigns against pot hunting, see Kathryn Hunter, ‘Colo-
nial Hunting Cultures’ in Eco-Cultural Networks and the British Empire: New Views on Environmental History, eds. James
Beattie, Edward Melillo, and Emily O’Gorman (New York: Bloomsbury, 2015), 180–201, and Nancy Bouchier and Ken
Cruikshank, ‘‘Sportsmen and Pothunters’: Environment, Conservation, and Class in the Fishery of Hamilton Harbour,
1858–1914’, Sport History Review 28 (1997): 1–18. For a contemporary source, see Gordon Hewitt, The Conservation
of the Wildlife of Canada (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1921).

62Loo, States of Nature, 23. Kathryn Hunter makes a similar argument in ‘Colonial Hunting Cultures’, 180.
63Claudia Notzke, Aboriginal People and Natural Resources in Canada (North York: Captus Press, 1994), 224. For discussions
on mixed or hybrid economy, see Coates, Best Left as Indians and Michael Asch, ‘Capital and Economic Development: A
Critical Appraisal of the Recommendations of the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Commission’, in Native People, Native Lands:
Canadian Indians, Inuit, and Métis, ed. Bruce A. Cox (Ottawa: Carleton University Press, 1988), 232–240.

64Frank Oliver, The Yukon Territory, its History and Resources (Ottawa: Government Printing Bureau, 1907), 79–84.
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men were considered professional commercial meat hunters. Initially, getting into this
business did not require licenses, it was unregulated, and no records exist for the
number of market hunters or their harvests.65

Selling and buying wild meat continued after the Gold Rush ended but like elsewhere
in Canada concerns about market hunting reached the Yukon where sport hunting
became favoured over market hunting.66 In 1920, YGO amendments required all
market hunters and game dealers to purchase a license, including Yukon First
Nations. A resident hunting license cost $25, a high price for many First Nations, thus
marginalising them from market hunting.67 Though largely excluded from legally parti-
cipating in the commercial market after 1920, many First Nations simply ignored regu-
lations and continued selling meat at the risk of getting caught.68 Market hunting became
illegal in the Yukon in 1947, decades after the practice had become illegal elsewhere in the
continent.69

Yukon game legislation was monitored by the office of the game wardens, or game
guardians, created in the 1902 YGO. The responsibility of enforcing game regulations
and inspecting game caught in the territory fell to the RCMP, but there is little evidence
that game regulations were strictly enforced until after 1920, when First Nations were
subjected to the regulations.70 In more isolated areas game guardians were nearly power-
less to enforce regulations as they visited these areas infrequently, and RCMP officers
asserting the law through surveillance and travel risked losing esteem within commu-
nities, but RCMP crime reports capture some of the ways in which regulations were
enforced.71 For example, in 1922, a First Nations man was charged and brought to
court for killing a beaver. He pleaded not guilty, though he admitted to killing the
animal, but did so to feed his family and was sentenced to ten days hard labour or a
$50 fine. Throughout the 1920s, the RCMP reported various instances of Indigenous
hunters with game ordinance charges for killing animals out of season, killing female
animals, and ignoring bag limits. This criminalisation affected not only their own
ability to hunt, but also their ability to sell animal products. In 1922 a trader at Cham-
pagne Landing was charged with ‘breaking the game ordinance’ for purchasing two
beaver skins from a First Nations hunter.72 Regardless of charges, First Nations contin-
ued to resist and ignore game regulations which allowed some to continue securing food
or meat for sale, but regulations barred them from fully participating in the hunting
tourism economy as guides or outfitters.

The business of guiding

As noted, discriminatory attitudes and amended regulations marginalised Indigenous
peoples from participating in the market sale of wild meat and there were few alternative
economic opportunities in the Yukon at this time. Sport hunting should have been a

65Manfred Hoefs, Yukon’s Hunting History (Whitehorse: AMBOCA Ecological Services, 2017), 133.
66Helene Dobrowolsky, Hammerstones: A History of the Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in, 2nd ed. (Dawson: Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in, 2014), 67.
67Loo, States of Nature, 47.
68Ken Coates, ‘The Sinews’, 154.
69McCandless, Yukon Wildlife, 46.
70YTG, Yukon Game Ordinance 1920 (Dawson 1920).
71Coates, ‘The Sinews’, 154. McCandless, Yukon Wildlife, 36.
72LAC, RG 85 Microfilm 31 Reel 1 f. 918–919; YA, 3/2, GOV 1889 f.12–4B.
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profitable industry for First Nations. Hunting tourists were generally unfamiliar with the
geography and landscape of the Yukon and the success of their hunting trips relied on
their guides; in fact, after 1920, it was legally required for recreational hunters who
hunted with a Yukon outfitter to hire a registered chief guide. Guiding could have pro-
vided First Nations an alternative means of engaging in the capitalist economy, especially
considering the trend towards commodifying Indigenous populations and cultures in
North America in the early 20th century. Indigenous peoples, including First Nations,
Métis, and Inuit, were often perceived as tourist attractions in the 19th and 20th centuries.
In exhibitions like Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show and Banff Indian Days Indigenous
peoples and cultures were put on display, usually in an inauthentic manner.73 Lynda
Jessup argues that colonial ideas of primitive masculinity made Indigenous guides
appealing to European and Settler hunters and provided an ‘authentic’ aspect to their
wilderness experience.

Jessup points out that, despite the colonial dimensions of the Indigenous guide-white
hunter relationships, Indigenous peoples found ways to take advantage:

It could be argued that this growing demand for “Indianness” as part of the tourist
experience […] created social space at the point of Native-settler exchange,
one that Aboriginal peoples exploited to negotiate the shifting social and economic
situation in which they found themselves at the end of the nineteenth century. Guiding,
for example, was relatively well paid.74

Tina Loo draws attention to the subversive art of resistance Indigenous guides used to
cope with the gender and class identities thrust upon them in British Columbia; they sus-
tained the image of the ‘great white hunter’ knowing their livelihood depended on it, but
they also expressed resentment of hunters in secretive ways or in their native language.75

Big game hunters often preferred Indigenous guides and may even have expected
guides to be Indigenous. One published account from a female hunter in 1947 indicated
her disappointment that their Yukon hunting guide was not Indigenous.76 Non-Indigen-
ous hunters relished the opportunity to learn from an ‘expert’with intimate knowledge of
the land and animals. In published accounts of their Yukon trips, hunters often include
knowledge or skills they learned from the Indigenous men who were part of their trip.
Tourists desired a memorable and unique experience, and the presence of Yukon First
Nations was part of the experience.77 Indigenous men were more readily available for
guiding while white men were occupied with their primary occupations of mining, trans-
portation, trapping, or mink and fox farming.78 Considering this, it would seem a good
idea for YTG to institute policies that would enhance the role of Indigenous peoples in
this industry, but in fact they did the reverse.

In 1923 the YGO barred First Nations from holding chief guiding licenses; any First
Nations person who accompanied non-resident big game hunting parties were classified

73Kevin Meethan, ‘Touring the other’; Jonathan Clapperton, ‘Naturalizing Race Relations.’
74Lynda Jessup, ‘Landscapes of Sport, Landscapes of Exclusion: The ‘Sportsman’s Paradise’ in Late-Nineteenth-Century
Canadian Painting’, Journal of Canadian Studies 40, no. 1 (Winter 2006): 106. Jansen also discusses the role of ‘primi-
tivism’ in tourism in 19th century Canada. Jansen, Wild Things.

75Loo, ‘Of Moose and Men’, 298.
76Dolores Cline Brown, Yukon Trophy Trails (Sidney: Gray’s Publishing Inc., 1971), 17.
77McCandless, Yukon Wildlife, 59.
78Ken Coates and William Morrison, Land of the Midnight Sun: A History of the Yukon Third Edition (Montreal & Kingston:
McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2017), 201.
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as camp helpers and were required to hold a license for that position or they could apply
for an assistant guide license, but they could not operate their own guiding or outfitting
business or hire their own employees, and their rate of pay was at the discretion of the
white chief guides who hired them. This amendment to the Ordinance was the first regu-
lation to directly discriminate against First Nations and it stood in contrast to most other
places in Canada which allowed, and even promoted, Indigenous guides.79 Nova Scotia,
Ontario, the Prairies, British Columbia and the NWT all permitted First Nations to
serve as chief guides. The YTG’s reasoning was that licensed guides also acted as game
guardians to ensure the Ordinance was observed among non-resident hunters. The
Yukon Council felt that First Nations were not capable of carrying out game guardian
responsibilities, especially handling administrative and financial tasks associated with
this job.80 While government correspondence around this decision does not clarify
why, exactly, they believed First Nations could not uphold these responsibilities, it
seems likely this belief was influenced by the discriminatory idea of Indigenous hunters
as wasteful. Complaints against First Nations hunters from guides and outfitters like
Tom Dickson and Charles Baxter, who also wrote a letter to the editor in Outdoor Life
complaining about Yukon game laws and Indigenous hunters, indicate the likelihood
white guides – recognising First Nations as competition –pressured the YTG to deny
them licenses.

Several of the popular guides and outfitters in the Yukon originally came for other
purposes, such as the Gold Rush, but remained after marrying local Indigenous
women. Tom Dickson was one of the earliest big game guides in the Yukon. He was
employed as a NWMP officer but left that position in 1900 and stayed in Tagish with
his Tlingit wife Louise George from Haines, Alaska. They settled on land near Kluane
Lake and began trapping, and by 1912 he was guiding hunters. Morley Bones, who
owned the biggest outfitting business in the early 20th century was from California.
Charles Baxter, another popular big game guide in the Kluane area, was also from Cali-
fornia and had an annual American cliental beginning in 1910. The Jacquot Brothers
were very popular big game guides and outfitters near Burwash Landing who originally
came into the Yukon to gold mine. At least one of the brothers married an Indigenous
woman and eventually they entered the guiding business, buying out Morley Bones’
outfit when he returned to California in the mid-1920s. According to the Whitehorse
Weekly Star’s reports on hunting, the Jacquots took the majority of the hunting business
by 1920.

Some of these popular guides frequently employed First Nations men in their
business. Tom Dickson regularly employed Albert Isaac as camp helper and Charles
Baxter often employed First Nations men as both camp helpers and assistant guides.81

The roles of camp helpers and assistant guides were diverse, essentially doing whatever
the chief guide needed done, but usually included setting up camp, wrangling horses,
packing supplies, or cooking at camp. In Land of the Midnight Sun, Coates and Morrison
argue that First Nations assistant guides and camp helpers did most of the actual guiding,
with the licensed chief guides knowing that having a ‘real Indian’ guide would ensure a

79Section 36 of Yukon Game Ordinance 1923 (Dawson 1923). McCandless, Yukon Wildlife, 59.
80YA, 3/2 GOV 1889 f.12–4B, Memo from Territorial Treasurer, January 7, 1922.
81YA, 84/20, MSS 151, Iris Warren Collection.
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more successful reputation of the Yukon industry, a larger customary tip at the end of the
trip, and more positive recommendations for future clients.82

In 1926 the ban on First Nations guides was slightly loosened to allow First
Nations men to legally hold a guiding license, but this was at the discretion of the
Gold Commissioner and there is little evidence in the historical record that the Commis-
sioner approved First Nations’ applications.83 Considering the discrimination
against Indigenous peoples, it is notable that one of the most well known and in-
demand guides in the Yukon, known throughout North America, was Johnnie
Johns, a member of the Tagish Khwáan with Tlingit ancestry from Carcross [see
Figure 3].

He was born in 1898 and at different points in his life he operated a mink farm and a
trapline in Carcross and began guiding in 1917 when outfitter A.R. ‘Shorty’ Austen in
Carcross hired him as camp helper and he got his assistant guide license in 1923
before the new amendments went into effect.84 Johns became quickly well-known and
a sought after assistant guide and his reputation helped attract hunters to the southern
Yukon. Johns realized he had the skills and the demand from clients to operate his
own outfitting business and he, along with some other First Nations men (Billy Smith,
Bill Hall, and George Johnson of Teslin), applied for chief guide licenses but all were

Figure 3. A. Richard King and Johnnie Johns (wearing the hat) holding beaver pelts in Carcross, 1964.
Yukon Archives, A. Richard King fonds, 2007/6R, #1.

82Coates and Morrison, Midnight Sun, 201.
83YTG, Yukon Game Ordinance 1926 (Dawson, 1926).
84Loo, States of Nature, 56.
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denied and forced to continue working for white guides.85 However, by 1927 Johnnie
Johns had his chief guide license and his own outfitter which he ran until the 1980s.
In order to make this happen, though, Johns made the difficult decision to surrender
his Indian Status through enfranchisement. He lost any rights under the Indian Act
and his children also lost their Indian Status.

On a radio show in 1986, Johns recalled his experiences as a guide. He remembered his
decision to enfranchise was due to his efforts to get into the hunting business for himself.

He stated:

I was looked down on then too. I couldn’t get my license. But I knew how to hunt already
because my father trained me. He took me out. I only went to school 24 months in my life, in
the wintertime. Six months out of every year he took me out.

He spoke about his fight for his rights as a guide, saying he knew he could make a living
that way as ‘the only thing [he knew] to make a living [was] hunting’. After the YTG turned
him down in 1925 he wrote to Ottawa. It is not clear whether enfranchisement was his idea,
or was recommended to him from a federal official, but he started that process and was
finally granted his chief guide license. He recalled the reaction he received from other
white guides and outfitters, mainly that he felt they were against him and complained
that First Nations would take all the guiding business.86 Johns was correct in this theory
– soon after he received his chief guide license, the Territorial Agent in Whitehorse
wrote to the Yukon Commissioner asking him to cease granting chief guide licenses to
First Nations because ‘it really means taking away the livelihood of guiding from the
white man if any more Indians are granted the privilege of acting as chief guides’.87

Johns guided visitors into the mountains to hunt for big game and, though known for
rendering successful hunts, he was also well known and liked for the ‘Yukon experience’
he gave his clients. According to a profile on Johns published in 1988, ‘[His business]
gave employment to many Yukon native men and women over the years and bettered
the economic lives of many native families of the Carcross-Tagish area’.88 At one
point in the 1960s, he had fourteen assistant guides hired.89 His business proved to be
very successful; it also seemed that he knew the value of his knowledge and labour. In
1944 T.S. Mills, chief engineer in Ottawa, recommended Johns for packing to the
Yukon-British Columbia boundary surveyor, with the warning that ‘The general
impression in Whitehorse is that Johns would ask more than the prevailing rates
quoted as he has been paid higher by the U.S. Army [for guiding during Alaska
Highway construction]’.90

Johns brought many hunters into the Yukon throughout his sixty-year run as guide
and outfitter and he was skilled at packaging his traditional and generational knowledge
as a commodified product. He was listed in the Boone and Crockett Club records
throughout the 1930s and 1940s as the recommended chief guide for the Yukon.91 His

85Coates and Morrison, Midnight Sun, 201.
86YA, PAM 1986–0232 c1, Understanding Human Rights Radio Show Transcript: Historical Discriminations Against Native
People, Guest Johnny Johns, September 26, 1986.

87Loo, States of Nature, 58.
88YA, PAM 1989–0105, In Their Honor, 46–47.
89YA, 2012/2, SR 282 (11) Track A, CKRW [Talkback] - Host John Dumas and Johnnie Johns, July 10, 1973.
90LAC, RG 22 Vol 743, C.R. Cornish to T.S. Mills, March 29, 1944.
91Boone and Crockett Club, Committee on Records of North American Big Game (New York: C. Scribner’s Sons, 1939).
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clients reveled in their experience hunting with an Indigenous guide, without knowing
the barriers he faced to become fully licensed and independent. The experience of
Johnnie Johns not only marks discrimination and exclusion of First Nations from
hunting tourism, but it also speaks to the wider struggle that tourism and conservation
brought to Yukon First Nations: the struggle for access to game.

Trophies or food: Indigenous access to game

Tension and conflict between subsistence hunters and hunting tourists created barriers to
Indigenous access to game. A letter from Charles Baxter to Commissioner Mackenzie in
1920 highlights this tension. In his letter, Baxter stated, ‘I know that lots of people say that
the big game hunter is the man that kills off all the game but this is not the case’. Instead,
he believed that Indigenous hunters were responsible for the declining big game popu-
lations in the Yukon, engaging in common colonial tropes of ‘wanton slaughter’ and
waste. He claimed that Indigenous hunters around Champagne Landing and Kluane
Lake killed moose and caribou for their hides and left the rest of the carcass behind.92

Baxter’s letter is somewhat ironic in his accusation of Indigenous hunters being was-
teful, as there is considerable evidence of overhunting and animal carcasses being left
behind by trophy hunters. In October of 1912 the Whitehorse Star reported on a
massive slaughter of game after trophy hunters came into the White River area for
several weeks. Both First Nations and miners in the southern Yukon expressed anger
over the slaughter with one miner stating, ‘these people, slaughtering merely for pleasure
in killing […], reduced the herds and drove back the sheep. They also killed many moose
and caribou when not needed’. He further stated the meat was left to rot as they shot too
many even for locals to eat fast enough and grumbled that, ‘the game which the pam-
pered pleasure seekers seek means life to the men prospecting in the wilds’.93 George
Young’s published account of his 1919 hunt recalls at least two animals left behind
after being killed. In one example, he writes, ‘Doctor Evans killing three billies, one of
which had its horns damaged so badly, by falling and rolling, that it was valueless as a
trophy and was left where it fell’. In another instance, they shot and wounded a ram four-
teen times, and it was ‘bleeding profusely’ from the hip, but it was late in the day so they
decided to leave the wounded ram where it sat and come back for it the following day.
They never did find it. A few days later, they wounded but did not kill another ram
and left it over night. They returned to find it the next morning, dead after suffering over-
night. They took its head home as a trophy.94

As the Yukon became more widely recognised across the U.S. as the latest hunting
paradise, the YTG received criticism for their amendments to the YGO from individuals
and organisations in both the U.S. and Canada. In some instances, hunters believed the
new regulations were too restrictive, like the publisher with Outdoor Life based in
Denver, Colorado who wrote to complain about the April 1921 amendment to the
Ordinance which doubled the cost of non-resident big game hunting licenses from

92YA, 3/2 GOV 1889 f. 12–3B, Charles Baxter to George Mackenzie, March 2, 1920.
93‘Much Game Killed’, Whitehorse Star (Whitehorse, Yukon), October 4, 1912.
94Young, Trophies Won, 82–132. Other sportsman authors wrote about their parties’ excessive kills and abandonment of
meat as well, such as Charles Sheldon, The Wilderness of the Upper Yukon: A Hunter’s Explorations for Wild Sheep in Sub-
Arctic Mountains (NY: Charles Scribner’s, 1913).
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$100 to $200. Another letter from New York contained the same complaint.95 In other
instances, complainants argued the new amendments were not sufficiently strict. In
one December 1921 letter, William Beach of New York who had recently been in the
Yukon wrote on behalf of the Camp Fire Club of America’s Conservation Committee
arguing that Yukon game laws undermined conservation efforts. He referred to two
instances he disapproved of, involving the regulations themselves as well as their enfor-
cement. The first complaint was that a bag limit of six caribou was much too high to
remain sustainable, and his second complaint was that he knew of an instance where
some New York hunters brought several sheep heads home from the Yukon but they
only reported two and the game guardians failed to inspect them.96

In a lengthy 1923 letter to James B. Harkin, Commissioner of the Canadian National
Parks Branch, an American big game hunter from New York, Dr. Arthur Elting, also
posed his concerns about Yukon game populations. He stated that the Yukon was the
last important big game region in North America, and since 1900 it had been the desti-
nation for some of the world’s most famous sportsmen. However, he went on to say that
there seemed to be general agreement among hunters that the game was steadily dimin-
ishing in the Yukon. His hunting experience had been in the Kluane district, but hunters
in other districts also believed that where game was abundant only a few years earlier had
now almost disappeared, particularly moose, caribou, and sheep. He placed blame for
declining game populations on Indigenous hunters, predators, and, to a minor degree,
on non-resident sportsmen. His solution was to establish one or two large game sanctu-
aries in the Yukon.97 Etling’s suggestion for a Yukon big game sanctuary was in keeping
with the trend of game preservation across the U.S. where there existed eleven big game
refuges in seven states, including Alaska, for the ‘protection and perpetuation’ of big
game species.98

Canadians also saw value in a game preserve in the Yukon, including James Harkin. In
1921, Harkin proposed a wildlife sanctuary and game preserve in the Yukon. He stated
that the Parks branch was worried about the impact that overhunting would have on local
big game and fur-bearing populations, especially caribou, moose, martin, beaver, and
Dall sheep, and suggested that a preserve would not only protect these animals, but
would act as a breeding ground to replenish the population. However, the Yukon
Council opposed the idea. According to Mackenzie, he had conversations with ‘many
reliable hunters and trappers’ who did not notice a decline in game and furbearing
species. More to the point, he argued that the Yukon annually received a large
number of big game hunters who ‘are an asset to the Territory. […] they spend large
sums for supplies and furnish employment to many persons as guides, packers, etc.’
and he believed a preserve would hinder this revenue stream as, in his opinion, ‘the
Indians kill the game greatly in excess of the white population’.99 These discussions of
early Yukon game preserves were not envisioned as spaces for wildlife preservation,
but instead as spaces to retain resources for future exploitation.

95Outdoor Life to George Mackenzie, August 21, 1921.
96YA, 3/2 GOV 1889 f.12–4A, William Beach to Gold Commissioner, December 19, 1921.
97YA, 3/2 GOV 1889 f.12–4C, Unsigned from Victoria, BC to JB Harkin, February 22, 1923.
98LAC, RG 25 Vol 1658, Press release from U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, May 6, 1937.
99YA, 3/2 GOV 1889 f.12–4B.JB, Harkin to Gold Commissioner, December 30 192; Gold Commissioner to Harkin, March 16,
1922.
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Etling and Harkin were not the only proponents of a game preserve: various First
Nations as well as colonial officials also lobbied for creation of a preserve for the exclusive
use of First Nations. Bishop Isaac O. Stringer recommended a game preserve in 1909, and
in 1918 NWMP officers suggested the creation of a sanctuary in the southern Yukon,
near present-day Kluane National Park.100 In 1924 the Yukon Council passed a new ordi-
nance specifically for the creation of a game preserve for the exclusive use of Yukon First
Nations; due to the threatened depletion of wildlife and fur resources in certain parts of
the territory they made a request to the Department of the Interior to create a game pre-
serve for Indigenous use.101 This preserve never materialised, though there were similar
discussions happening in the NWT which did result in preserves.102 The Vuntut
Gwitchin in Old Crow requested a game preserve in 1929 and the Carcross-Tagish in
1932.103 By this point, the federal Parks Branch had redirected their focus to developing
a National Park in the Yukon, rather than a game sanctuary, and even these discussions
focused on the preservation of animals and landscape for viewing and tourism, not Indi-
genous harvesting. The only other serious proposal for a preserve since 1924 emerged in
1935 when Indian Agent Harper Reed suggested the Department of Indian Affairs (DIA)
take action to protect First Nations hunting in the upper Liard district. However, just as
in 1909 when Stringer proposed a preserve, the federal government viewed the Yukon as
a natural resource base and would not guarantee Indigenous access to game as they
believed it would interfere with mineral exploration and sport hunting – both activates
which generated income.104 The proposal for a game preserve was abandoned.

The debate about a game preserve highlights the struggle Yukon First Nations faced in
maintaining access to required game resources after the rise of hunting tourism. Though
the YTG faced pressure and criticism from hunters in the early 20th century, one of the
reasons the sale of wild meat was permitted in the Yukon for so long was because the local
government was concerned about the self-sufficiency of First Nations. This required bal-
ancing priorities between recreation/profit and subsistence uses of wildlife. The Yukon
was not alone in this. In the Prairies, for example, where agriculture was heavily pro-
moted and the DIA provided rations to First Nations, government officials argued wild-
life was best conserved for recreational uses. Similar arguments shaped government
interest in the North and in the implementation of more strict conservation measures
in the region.105 However, Indian Agents worried that a restriction on hunting for
food would lead to increased expenditures for the DIA, especially in the North where
subsistence hunting remained a crucial food source not only for First Nations but for set-
tlers as well.

100Harkin told Scott that he intended to bring up the topic at the next meeting of the Wildlife Board but there are no
further records that confirm he did so. LAC, RG 10 4084 file 196658 C-10185, J.B. Harkin to D.C. Scott, June 4, 1918.

101YTG, Ordinance to Create a Game Preserve in the Yukon Territory for Native Indians (Dawson, 1924).
102There was a Peel River Preserve set aside for the exclusive use of the Fort McPherson band in 1923, but this was on the
NWT side of the boundary. The federal government set side six preserves for the exclusive use of Indigenous peoples in
the NWT in 1923. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1445 (Washington: US Department of Agricul-
ture, 1928), 4.

103LAC, RG 10 f. 801–30–10, Hawksley to J.D. McLean, August 23, 1929.
104Coates, Best Left as Indians, 168–169. LAC, RG 85 Vol 832 f.7332, M. Meikle, Superintendent of Wood Buffalo National
Park and R.A. Gibson, Director for Lands, Parks, and Forests Branch of the Department of Mines and Resources, January
23, 1938.

105Wetherell,Wildlife, Land, and People, 305. Liza Piper, ‘From Subsistence to Nutrition: The Canadian State’s Involvement
in Food and Diet in the North, 1900–1970’, in Ice Blink: Navigating Northern Environmental History, ed. Stephen Bocking
and Brad Martin (Calgary: University of Calgary Press, 2016), 187.
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Inmost places inCanada, hunting, trapping, andfishing rightswereprotectedunder trea-
ties, but the absence of treaties in the Yukonmeant First Nations had no formal guarantee of
hunting rights or access to resources. In the Yukon, Indigenous title was never extinguished,
yet theDominion government claimed to control land in theYukon and insisted that Yukon
First Nations had no legal title to land for any purpose.106 Federal authorities were comfor-
table with setting measures to prevent starvation and suffering, but to avoid increased
financial obligations they drew the line at entertaining requests which appeared to
confirm Indigenous title to Yukon land and the resources it contained.107 Throughout the
early 20th century, colonial agents in the Yukon recommended negotiating a treaty, but
these suggestions were never considered seriously by the Dominion government. From
1896 to 1910 various Anglican missionaries, including Bishops William Bompas and Isaac
Stringer and Reverend Arthur O’Meara, made a case for treaty negotiations with Yukon
First Nations, going so far as to preparing and presenting a comprehensive treaty claim to
the DIA.108 In 1902 Chief Jim Boss, hereditary chief of the Ta’an Kwäch’än near Lake
Laberge, demanded the government enter treaty negotiations with Yukon First Nations to
secure access to hunting and trapping grounds.109 The Dominion government dismissed
all these proposals, claiming any treaty in the Yukon would destroy First Nations indepen-
dence. In Hunters and Bureaucrats, Paul Nadasdy reasonably suspects the possibility of
another large gold deposit discovery in the Yukon convinced government authorities not
to expand or set aside lands for Indigenous use or initiate treaty negotiations.110

Without a treaty, territorial government controlled First Nations resource rights in the
Yukon.Members of the RCMP, DIA agents, and church officials supported and encouraged
continued subsistence lifestyles among Yukon First Nations and lobbied for extended rights
for hunting, fishing, and protection from loss of resources to avoid the cost of relief. Rather
than a recognition of inherent right, Yukon First Nation harvesting rights were contained
within legislation deemed benevolent. Some local administrators in the Yukon were critical
of sport hunting even in its early days. In 1913 NWMP Inspector Moodie argued that sport
hunting only allowed a fewmen to earn high profit at the expense of First Nations by under-
cutting their subsistence andmarket gamebase causing them to rely on government relief.111

Indigenous peoples also voiced concerns and opposition to game regulations, specifi-
cally as they impacted their ability to continue supporting themselves through subsis-
tence activity and earning cash through market hunting and guiding. In 1911 and
1915, Chief Isaac of the Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in attributed declining big game populations
to non-Indigenous hunters in the Klondike region. In 1916 and 1919 the Dawson
Daily News reported on game shortages creating hardship and hunger for Indigenous
peoples in the northern Yukon.112 By 1930, demands on Yukon game resources led to

106Paul Nadasdy, ‘Boundaries among Kin: Sovereignty, the Modern Treaty Process, and the Rise of Ethno-Territorial
Nationalism among Yukon First Nations’, Comparative Studies in Society and History 54, 3 (2012): 524. On treaty nego-
tiations in western territories, see René Fumelo, As Long as this Land Shall Last: A History of Treaty 8 and Treaty 11, 1870–
1939 (Calgary: University of Calgary Press, 1973).

107Coates, ‘Sinews’, 150–151. Colpitts, Game in the Garden, 96.
108British Columbia Archive, MSS 1950, Box 141 f-7, Stringer to O’Meara, May 22, 1908.
109LAC, RG 10 3962 3962 f. 147, 654–1, Bompas to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, August 5, 1896.
110Paul Nadasdy, Hunters and Bureaucrats: Power, Knowledge, and Aboriginal-State Relations in the Southwest Yukon (Van-
couver: UBC Press, 2004), 53.

111LAC, RG85, Northwest Mounted Police Annual Report, Inspector Moodie, November 1913.
112‘Montezuma of Moosehide Makes Fervent Appeal’, Dawson Daily News (Dawson City, Yukon), December 15, 1911.
‘Chief Wants Caribou - Says ‘Take My Gold,’’ Dawson Daily News (Dawson City, Yukon), November 4, 1915; ‘Indians
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serious concerns about the viability of Indigenous subsistence lifestyles.113 In August
1931 Yukon Indian Agent John Hawksley appealed to Duncan Campbell Scott and the
DIA to encourage the Yukon to amend its game laws to better aid First Nations. He
argued that as they were non-treaty they had to be more self-supporting than elsewhere,
but they had difficulty providing for themselves since the market for wild meat disap-
peared. He argued that as their only opportunity to support themselves was through
hunting, trapping, and fishing the Yukon regulations should work to favour their
hunting ability instead of inhibiting them to follow the same regulations and put them
in competition with whites.114 In 1932, a band in Carcross sent a letter to John Hawksley
with a petition signed by twelve people to stop white hunters, trappers, and fishers in
their area. Of particular concern was hunting activity along Little Atlin Lake. The corre-
spondent, Patsy Henderson, worried that they would face starvation if protective
measures were not established.115

By 1940 Yukon First Nations were still subjected to these restricting regulations and
continued to face hardships in maintaining both subsistence and market livelihoods. This
slowly changed in 1942 with the construction of the Alaska Highway when some Indi-
genous men did find opportunities for guiding, surveying, and packing for the U.S.
Army, though economic opportunities were temporary, and the presence of the army
led to other complications for Indigenous Yukoners. The construction of road and
highway networks made hunting in the Yukon more accessible to southern sportsmen
and had a noticeable impact on wildlife. RCMP reports after 1940 suggest that wildlife
populations became further stressed, and sport hunting continued to rise in popularity.

Conclusion

This article has attempted to explore the intersections of tourism, conservation, and colo-
nialism by examining the Yukon Territory as a local example to better understand the roles
that tourism has played in the colonial experience of First Nations. The history of sport
hunting tourism in theYukon fits a broader international trend inwhich government regu-
lations tended to overlook Indigenous peoples’ engagement with local, resource-based
economies, instead passing regulations in favour of recreational and consumer experi-
ences. However, the Yukon also offers peculiarities which depart from the general trend.
The development of the sport hunting tourism sector occurred later in the Yukon than
elsewhere in North America, the clientele remained wealthy elites until the mid-20th
century, and the Yukon was more influenced by outside pressure for conservation than
from residents of the Territory (though there certainly was pressure from Yukon guides
and outfitters). Strikingly, the Yukon departed from other Canadian hunting destinations
in making it illegal for First Nations to operate as guides. This is particularly interesting in
examining the tensions this decision created between local government and federal colo-
nial agents who argued for more resource protection for Yukon First Nations.

In From The Far Blackstone’, Dawson Daily News (Dawson City, Yukon), June 7 1916; ‘Peel River Indians Now In Need’,
Dawson Daily News (Dawson City, Yukon), July 10, 1919.

113LAC, RG 10 6731 f. 420–I, ‘Conditions of Hunting Indians in Remote Districts, 1926’ and ‘What Canada is Doing for the
Hunting Indians, 1936.’

114YA, 1/9 GOV 1619 f. 1490–J2, Hawksley to Scott, August 1931.
115YA, 1/3 GOV 1893 f.12–11B, Patsy Henderson to John Hawksley, May 10, 1932.
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Though the YTG recognised the need to allow Yukon First Nations to continue their
ways of life at the conception of the YGO in 1901, tracing the trajectory of hunting
tourism allows us to see when, how, and why it eventually subjected them to restrictive
regulations. Pressure from tourism potential encouraged the YTG to adopt a conserva-
tion ethic that did not match the realities of life in the North. Amending game regulations
to ensure an ample supply of game for a handful of wealthy hunters resulted in hardship
for both Indigenous and non-Indigenous Yukoners involved in the meat market, but for
First Nations it compounded the existing colonial struggles they faced from the Gold
Rush onwards. Subtle amendments in the 1920s undermined First Nations participation
in the sport hunting industry, but the outright barring of First Nations guides ensured
exclusion from the profits associated with the experience. Johnnie Johns stands out as
one example of the harmful consequences of these colonial conservation policies.
Though Johns became the most successful big game guide in the Yukon, he could
only do this by making a decision which would fundamentally alter his life, through
the surrendering of his Indian Status. In order to flourish as a guide and outfitter, he
had to sacrifice an element of himself and his identity. This decision also had generational
consequences for his children. More broadly than exclusion from the guiding and outfi-
tting business was the impact that stricter game regulations had on all Yukon First
Nations. Many groups were vocal about their concerns of starvation and access to
game, yet by 1940 little was done by local or federal authorities to limit any negative
results that sport hunting tourism may bring to First Nations.
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